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Abstract: Variations of material parameters such as roughness, sheen, etc. do not usually produce visually-uniform changes in rendered images. This might make it detrimental to artistic edition or prefiltering. In this work, we provide a methodology to reparametrize non visually-uniform parameters, by uniformly distributing the visual changes across the range of parameter values. For 1D and 2D parameters, our solution boils down to inverting a Cumulative Distribution Function. We provide three concrete applications of this method to reparametrize the complex refractive index, roughness and sheen.
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Résumé : Des variations de paramètres de modèles matériaux tels que la rugosité ne produisent généralement pas de changements qui apparaissent visuellement uniformes en synthèse d’images. Cela a pour conséquence de compliquer le contrôle artistique ainsi que les méthodes de pré-filtrage. Dans ce rapport, nous proposons une méthodologie qui permet de reparamétriser des modèles de matériau en redistribuant de manière uniforme les changements d’apparence en jouant sur les valeurs des paramètres. Pour des paramètres à une ou deux dimensions, notre solution revient à inverser une fonction de distribution cumulative. Nous présentons trois applications concrètes de cette méthode portant sur trois types de paramètres: l’indice de réfraction complexe, la rugosité et les effets de lustre diffus.
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1 Introduction and Related Work

Most material models in Computer Graphics expose a set of parameters that characterize statistical optical properties of a surface or volume. From a user perspective, a desired feature of such models is to yield visually-uniform changes in appearance when their parameters are modified in uniform increments. Such linear behaviour with respect to material parameters allows the use of traditional image editing techniques [DRCP14], which are easily handled by artists. Unfortunately, it is usually difficult to come up with visually-uniform parametrizations for multiple reasons: parameters may have physical origins that produce non-linearities in the image formation process; multiple parameters may be related to each other, so that their impact on appearance depends on other parameter values; complex appearance may also crucially depend on object shape and the surrounding lighting environment.

In this paper, we introduce a method to reparametrize material models to produce visually-uniform changes in appearance with a simple approach (see Figure 1). The key idea is to cast the reparametrization problem as a density redistribution problem: intuitively, we want pockets of parameter space values that yield abrupt changes in appearance to be spread around. As explained in Section 2, this is very similar to the inversion of Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) used in rendering with importance sampling.

One important difference is that we must characterize infinitesimal changes in material appearance. This raises two practical questions. First, in which space should the materials be compared? As detailed in Section 3, we choose to focus on material space, hence ignoring the effects of shape or lighting. The rationale behind this choice is that it provides a more generic solution to the reparametrization problem, one that can be reused for different types of asset. As shown in Figure 9, performing comparisons in image space instead leads to significant variations with mere changes of lighting environments. The second question is whether we need a single material difference function, or one for each new effect. We have found the latter to be necessary, since different material properties have different effects (e.g., multiplicative, convolutive) in relation to the environment lighting.

In practice, our CDF-based approach is used to reparametrize three common aspects of surface material appearance: the edge tint of conductors [Gul14], the roughness of GGX distributions [TR75, WMLT07], and specular sheen effects [CK17]. In each case, we provide analytical fits to reparametrization functions, which makes our approach readily testable in rendering engines implementing the corresponding material models, since it amounts to modifying material parameters prior to their use. We provide detailed results and comparisons with alternative image-based solutions in Section 4.

1.1 Related work

Previous approaches have proposed navigation tools to explore appearance spaces [MPBM03, NDM06, SGM+16] that can mix materials of different nature (metallic, plastic, etc.). In contrast, ours is restricted to the reparametrization of an existing parametric material model within its own appearance space: we thus focus on providing enhanced low-level control over an existing material appearance, instead of exploring new appearance combinations.
Methods based on multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) [PFG00, WAKB09] also reparametrize an existing material model, but focus on finding new parametric axes: pairs of material configurations are compared using perceptual experiments, yielding pairwise differences that are fed to MDS to obtain the best rotation and linear scaling of the parametric space. Our method assumes the axes are already properly identified (which may be obtained through MDS), and rather addresses the issue of finding non-linear scaling functions that produce fine-grained, uniform visual differences.

A similar approach is taken for the specific case of hair in the work of Chiang et al. [CBTB16]: they let artists pick a visually-uniform sequence of renderings with their model, which produces a sparse set of constraints that are fitted using different analytic functions for each parameter. The main difference with our work is that we consider cases where the visual differences may be determined for a concrete case. This means that when varying the p parameter in uniform increments, the material M will not show a uniform change in appearance according to δ.

2 General approach

We first outline our general approach in the 1D case. Let us thus assume we have a material model \( M \in \mathcal{M} \) that depends on a single parameter \( p \in \mathcal{P} \), where \( \mathcal{P} \subset \mathbb{R} \) and \( \mathcal{M} \) are left unspecified for the time being. A uniform sampling of \( \mathcal{P} \) produces a set of parametric values \( \{ p_i \}, i \in [0, N] \), which in turn yields a set of corresponding materials \( \{ M_i \} \). Now let us further assume we can measure differences between pairs of materials, and call \( \delta : \mathcal{M} \times \mathcal{M} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+ \) the corresponding difference function. Computing the pairwise differences between successive materials in \( \{ M_i \} \) might look like Figure 2a (it is only shown for illustration purpose and does not correspond to any concrete case). This means that when varying the \( p \) parameter in uniform increments, the material \( M \) will not show a uniform change in appearance according to \( \delta \).

Our approach reparametrizes \( \mathcal{P} \) by computing the inverse of the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of material differences. We first compute unnormalized CDF samples \( \tilde{D}_k, k \in [0, N] \) and then renormalize them to the [0,1] range to yield the CDF samples \( D_k \):

\[
D_k = \frac{\tilde{D}_k - \tilde{D}_0}{\tilde{D}_N - \tilde{D}_0},
\]

where we use \( \tilde{D}_i := \frac{\delta(M_{i-1}, M_i) + \delta(M_i, M_{i+1})}{2} \) for the difference between the \( i \)-th material and its neighbors, and assume mirror boundary conditions: \( \delta_0 = \delta(M_0, M_1) \) and \( \delta_N = \delta(M_{N-1}, M_N) \).

As shown in Figure 2b (dashed curve), the collection of CDF samples \( \{ D_k \} \) forms a discretized version of the CDF \( D \). The inverse CDF, \( D^{-1} \) (solid curve), may now be computed numerically with arbitrary resolution, and

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{The three steps of our reparametrization method. For (a) a set of materials \( \{ M_i \} \) obtained by uniform sampling \( \{ p_i \} \) of a single control parameter, we compute the differences \( \{ \delta_i \} \) between each material and its neighbors. Then (b) a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) \( D \) (dashed curve) is built from these differences. The inverse CDF \( D^{-1} \) (solid curve) is computed numerically, and used to obtain a new sequence of samples \( \{ p'_i \} \) (red ticks) from a set of samples \( \{ \xi_j \} \) distributed in the [0, 1] range (light gray points). The resulting non-uniform sequence is used in (c) to generate a sequence of materials \( \{ M'_j \} \) that exhibit constant differences \( \delta'_j \).}
\end{figure}
stored in a lookup table. Alternatively, $D^{-1}$ may be fitted with an analytical function as discussed in details in the following section.

Finally, as with importance sampling, a sequence of uniformly distributed samples $\{\xi_j\}$ in the $[0, 1]$ range is input to $D^{-1}$ to obtain a non-uniform sequence $\{p'_{j}\}$ of parameter values in the $P$ domain, with the result that differences $\delta_{j}' := \frac{\delta(M_{j-1}, M_j) + \delta(M_j, M_{j+1})}{2}$ between successive the new materials $\{M'_{j}\}$ and their neighbors are now constant as shown in Figure 2c. Note that $p_0 = p'_0$ and $p_N = p'_N$ by construction, hence $M_0 = M'_0$ and $M_N = M'_N$.

For material models that are controlled by more than one parameter, several strategies could be followed. One is to choose a difference function $\delta$ that cancels out the effect of the other parameters, which is well adapted to the case of roughness or sheen. Another strategy is to define an order on parameters: if one parameter is independent of the others, then for each of its values we may compute an inverse CDF for the second parameter; then follow the same strategy for the second and third parameters; etc. This is the natural strategy to follow for complex refractive indices.

3 Reparametrizations

The three reparametrizations presented in this paper all rely on microfacet theory [TS67, CT81]. In this context, a glossy BRDF $M$ is defined as:

$$M(\omega_i, \omega_o) = \frac{D(\omega_h)G(\omega_i, \omega_o)F(\omega_h \cdot \omega_i)}{4(\omega_i \cdot n)(\omega_o \cdot n)},$$

(2)

where $\omega_i$ and $\omega_o$ are the incoming and outgoing directions in the upper hemisphere $\Omega$, $\omega_h = \frac{\omega_i + \omega_o}{||\omega_i + \omega_o||}$ is the halfway vector, $n$ is the surface normal, $D$ is the microfacet distribution function, $G$ is the geometric attenuation factor, and $F$ is the Fresnel reflectance term.

In Section 3.1, we present a reparametrization of the complex refractive index used in the Fresnel term for the case of conductors. We then consider two types of reparametrizations affecting the distribution of microfacets in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, for roughness and sheen effects respectively.

3.1 Refractive Index

In this section, we consider Equation 2 in the smooth case (i.e., with a flat micro-surface), which amounts to directly compute differences on Fresnel terms $F$. We choose the maximum absolute difference among all incidence angles $\theta_i = \arccos(\omega_i \cdot n)$ for the $\delta$ function:

$$\delta(M_1, M_2) = \max_{\theta_i} |F_1(\theta_i) - F_2(\theta_i)|.$$  

(3)

However, we cannot use Equation 3 directly in the approach of Section 2 since for conductors, the Fresnel term depends on two scalars, the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index. We first convert from this complex refractive index to Gulbrandsen’s parametrization [Gul14], which exposes two parameters: $r \in [0, 1]$, the reflectance at normal incidence, and $g \in [0, 1]$, the edge tint toward grazing angles. In this case, $r$ is clearly independent of $g$, but the converse is not true; it is thus natural to reparametrize $g$ as a function of $r$.

Figure 3a shows the difference functions of Equation 3 obtained by varying $g$, for 10 fixed values of $r$ uniformly sampled in the $[0, 1]$ range (different curves colored cyan to blue). This suggests that most of the variation is concentrated toward the largest $g$ values. Using these differences in Equation 1 and inverting yields a family of inverse CDF functions $D^{-1}$, one for each $r$ value, as shown in Figure 3b. This 2D reparametrization function produces an edge tint value $g$ given two inputs: the reflectivity $r$ and a new parameter $g'$ that is used to control grazing angle effects in a visually-uniform manner.

We have found that directly fitting this 2D reparametrization function required a very large number of coefficients to achieve reasonable accuracy. Instead, we fit 10 1D inverse CDFs for uniformly sampled values of $r$ (including $r = 0$ and $r = 1$), and interpolate linearly interpolating. In terms of implementation, for each of the inverse CDF, we fit a rational polynomial of the form:

$$f(x) = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N_g} p_i x^i}{\sum_{j=0}^{N_g} q_j x^j},$$

(4)
where $p_0 = 0$ since we have $f(0) = 0$, and $p_{N_p} = \sum_{j=0}^{N_q} q_j - \sum_{i=1}^{N_p-1} p_i$ due to the $f(1) = 1$ constraint. Fitting is performed using $N_p = 4$ and $N_q = 3$. The fitted functions are shown as dashed curves in Figure 3b. The reparametrization code is given in Listing 1, along with computed coefficients: it gives an edge tint parameter $g$ to be used in Gulbrandsen’s parametrization. The distance functions $\delta'$ after reparametrization are near constant as desired, as can be seen in Figure 3c. A slight increase of $\delta'$ remains for very high $r$ and $g'$, which could be taken care of with higher-order rational polynomials; but we have not found the need to do so in practice.

Listing 1: Python code for complex refractive index reparametrization

```python
ps = numpy.array(
    [[0.761624521141218,-0.791800432837066,0.0340827353164465],
     [0.641219841829447,-0.955579526199114,0.367922312096081],
     [0.504293924525993,-0.975402107109498,0.574532710606476],
     [0.481015815391423,-0.986276750233156,0.63819163114932],
     [0.60570645152596,3.22912208169963,-4.6982426622247],
     [2.1980451003527,2.95340236634721,6.76690219773513],
     [22.972845767138,-15.4799756498584,25.304968059877],
     [38.138100738503,-29.7606985561115,8.36020401615],
     [46.512821507814,20.25987529141511,37.79731175398],
     [87.330261285565,-99.8250322198085,15.2137457152897])
qs = numpy.array(
    [[0.518069987834517,-0.316430132798066,-0.18604770546933,-0.0154366907005347],
     [0.346610178136577,-0.309405427918929,-0.0296966338284561,-0.0260019481493535],
     [0.251910475737378,-0.314299098363677,0.0117300366318092,0.0473607327210316],
     [0.220056146352031,-0.270329104447671,-0.0225640124759208,0.088394317844646],
     [0.253912722931515,1.58917910291272,-0.559420460217356,-1.04253579451892],
     [0.844391111816821,2.2877957568105,-0.886138131681798,-1.9614188469699],
     [8.12957863756479,4.4444739611676,5.673991019209,7.0813169922802],
     [11.109591151014,9.034952067542,-0.79662371720313,1.0594782510025],
     [14.221141498076,26.547528462142,22.6132169939666,11.27932269011],
     [25.34694422673,9.15386779106598,-17.5005019538263,-16.2402235904496])

def ratPoly(p, q, x):
return (p4*x**4 + p[2]*x**3 + p[1]*x**2 + p[0]*x ) / (q[3]*x**3 + q[2]*x**2 + q[1]*x + q[0])

def getEdgeTint(r, beta):
    idx = int(r*10)
g_p = ratPoly(ps[idx], qs[idx], beta)
    if idx==9:
        return g_p
    g_n = ratPoly(ps[idx+1], qs[idx+1], beta)
    alpha = r*10 - idx
    return (1-alpha)*g_p + alpha*g_n
```

Figure 3: Reparametrization of the complex refractive index. (a) When using Gulbrandsen’s parametrization, material differences $\delta$ along the edge tint dimension $g$ for various reflectivities $r$ exhibit a strong increase toward $g = 1$. (b) Our CDF-based approach provides a mapping from a new edge tint parameter $g'$ to Gulbrandsen’s edge tint $g$. The dashed curves show the rational polynomial fits we obtain. (c) After remapping, the difference functions $\delta'$ are close to constant throughout the $g'$ dimension. The only exception occurs for very high $r$ and $g'$ where the fit slightly looses its accuracy, which we have found sufficient in practice though.
3.2 Roughness

We now switch our attention to rough materials. The most common choice for the $D$ term in Equation 2 is the GGX distribution [TR75, WMLT07]. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the BRDF is isotropic, in which case $D$ and $G$ should be controlled by a same scalar parameter $\alpha \in [0, 1]$ [Hei14]. Taking into account the Fresnel term $F$, the difference function $\delta$ should then be a function of either two or three parameters for dielectrics or conductors respectively.

Besides dimensionality, another difficulty with finding a reparametrization for roughness is that the microfacet distribution has a convolutive rather than multiplicative effect on material appearance. Intuitively, increasing roughness does not merely affect image intensity but it also blurs out reflections. The amount of blur in images is correlated to the magnitude of the image gradient; this suggests looking at the BRDF gradient, since the derivative of a convolution is equivalent to convolving with the derivative of the blur kernel.

In practice, we make a number of choices for defining the material difference $\delta$ in the case of roughness: we restrict the difference to normal incidence (i.e., $\omega_i = n$); we take the logarithm of the BRDF, which not only removes dependency on the refractive index but is also relevant to avoid dominance of very small roughness configurations; and we take the average absolute difference between BRDF derivatives along the $\theta_h = \arccos(\omega_h \cdot n)$ dimension. This yields:

$$\delta(M_1, M_2) = \frac{1}{N_o} \sum_{\omega_i \in \Omega} \left| \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta_h} \log (M_1(n, \omega_i)) - \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta_h} \log (M_2(n, \omega_i)) \right| \sin \theta_o,$$

where $N_o$ is the number of $\omega_o$ samples, and the sine term is used to account for the solid angle associated to each $\omega_o$ direction (with $\theta_o = \arccos(\omega_o \cdot n)$).

Figure 4a visualizes the material difference $\delta$ as a function of roughness $\alpha$ as given in Equation 5. It exhibits a sharp peak for small values of $\alpha$, implying that most of the variations in gradient magnitude are concentrated around small roughness values.

Using this difference in Equation 1 and inverting yields an inverse CDF function $D^{-1}$, plotted in Figure 4b. It is accurately fitted with a rational polynomial of the form of Equation 4 of degrees $N_p = 6$ and $N_q = 2$ respectively, as shown by the dotted curve. For reference, we also show the $\alpha^2$ reparametrization function classically employed in production [Bur12]. Our reparametrization function along with fitted coefficients are provided in Listing 2.

The distance function $\delta'$ after reparametrization is near constant as desired, as shown in Figure 4c. In comparison, the $\alpha^2$ reparametrization still exhibits a sharp peak.

Listing 2: Python code for roughness reparametrization

```python
p = numpy.array([0.062511316492697, 0.039120758967145, 0.090443180688444, 1.118615811570759, -4.280213095575128])
q = numpy.array([-0.845492666194, -6.875101250309577, 2.420268420585049])

def getRoughness(alpha_prime):
    x = alpha_prime
    return (p6*x**6+p[4]*x**5+p[3]*x**4+p[2]*x**3+p[1]*x**2+p[0]*x) / (q[2]*x**2+q[1]*x+q[0])
```

3.3 Sheen

Materials may also exhibit roughness due to tiny structures sticking out of the surface, called asperities. Asperity scattering has been modeled empirically in the microfacet framework by Conty and Kulla [CK17], to typically reproduce back-scattering effects in cloth materials, which they call ‘sheen’.

Since the main effect occurs in retro-reflection, we are going to concentrate on the subset of configurations where $\omega_i = \omega_o = \omega_h$. These are naturally parametrized by $\theta_i$, and we are thus left with the task of finding a material difference function for this subset of light/view directions. A visually important criterion for sheen is the point of transition to the back-scattering effect, also called ‘terminator’. We choose to identify the terminator as the location $T$ along the $\theta_h$ dimension where the sheen effect has dropped to 5% of its maximal intensity:

$$T = \{ \theta_i / M(\omega_i, \omega_i) = 0.05 M(\bar{\omega}_i, \bar{\omega}_i) \},$$

with $\bar{\omega}_i$ a grazing incoming direction (i.e., $\bar{\theta}_i = \frac{\pi}{2}$), since maximal back-scattering occurs at grazing angles. We may now simply define the difference function $\delta$ by:

$$\delta(M_1, M_2) = |T_1 - T_2|.$$
Figure 4: Reparametrization of GGX roughness. (a) Material differences computed using Equation 5 show that the original roughness $\alpha$ induces strong visual differences $\delta$ for small parametric values, and negligible differences for large values. (b) The numerical inverse CDF $D^{-1}$ is shown in red, along with the fit using a rational polynomial (dotted curve), that maps from the new parameter $\alpha'$ to the original one $\alpha$. For reference, we show the $\alpha^2$ reparametrization used in production (orange curve). (c) Using $\alpha'$ yields near constant material differences $\delta'$. In comparison, using the $\alpha^2$ reparametrization still exhibits a non-constant difference function.

Figure 5a visualizes the material difference $\delta$ as a function of roughness $\alpha$ as given in Equation 6. As in the previous section, it exhibits a sharp peak for small values of $\alpha$, implying that most of the variations in back-scattering are concentrated around small roughness values.

Using this difference in Equation 1 and inverting yields the inverse CDF function $D^{-1}$ plotted in Figure 5b. As before, it is accurately fitted with a rational polynomial of the form of Equation 4 of degrees $N_p = 6$ and $N_q = 2$ respectively, as shown by the dotted curve. The reparametrization is thus identical to the previous section; only the fitted coefficients differ, as shown in Listing 3.

Once again, the distance function $\delta'$ after reparametrization is near constant as desired, as shown in Figure 5c.

Listing 3: Python code for sheen reparametrization

```python
p = numpy.array([0.523399756604875,3.155082420442268,-5.010590077248909, -2.211394588430514,7.072030032363751])
q = numpy.array([11.853773649248811,-19.377593363553615,7.731762872228672])
def getSheen(alpha_prime):
    x = alpha_prime
    return (p6*x**6+p[4]*x**5+p[3]*x**4+p[2]*x**3+p[1]*x**2+p[0]*x) / (q[2]*x**2+q[1]*x+q[0])
```

Figure 5: Reparametrization of sheen effects. (a) Material differences computed using Equation 6 show that the original roughness $\alpha$ induces stronger visual differences $\delta$ for small parametric values than for larger ones. (b) The numerical inverse CDF $D^{-1}$ is shown in red, along with the fit using a rational polynomial (dotted curve), that maps from the new parameter $\alpha'$ to the original one $\alpha$. (c) Using $\alpha'$ yields near constant material differences $\delta'$.
4 Results and Comparisons

In the following sections, we show rendering results obtained using the reparameterizations produced by our method. All renderings have been done using MITSUBA [Jak10].

4.1 Refractive Index

Results for remapped complex refractive indices (Section 3.1) are provided in Figure 6. Since the mapping is two-dimensional, we presents results for two values of reflectivity \( r \) and a linear range for either the edge tint parameter \( g \), or our alternative edge tint \( g' \) obtained by reparametrization. We show the effect of both edge tint parameters only on the red channel to make the visual differences more salient.

![Results for complex refractive index remapping.](image)

Figure 6: **Results for complex refractive index remapping.** We display results of a linear range of edge-tint values for a low \((r = 0.3)\) and high \((r = 0.6)\) relectivity setting. Compared to renderings using Gulbransen’s parameterization \((r, g)\) (top rows), our new mapping \((r, g')\) (bottom row) better distributes the redish edge tint effect. The associated \( g \) value is displayed for each configuration.

For both reflectivity values, our proposed mapping better distributes edge tint effects across parameter values. Note that the range of possible edge tint effects depends on the reflectivity \( r \): the higher \( r \), the smaller that range; in the extreme case where \( r = 1 \), a change in \( g \) or \( g' \) does not affect the output appearance.

4.2 Roughness

Results for roughness remapping (Section 3.2) are provided in Figure 7. We zoomed on a reflection off the Material Preview scene available for MITSUBA to better observe the change made by our reparameterization. In this configuration, we display the linear parametrization of the roughness \( \alpha \), the quadratic parametrization \( \alpha^2 \) used in production [Bur12], and our new parametrization \( \alpha' \).

The linear roughness mapping is known to tend quickly toward an appearance where reflections are completely blurred. The quadratic mapping is a clear improvement in this regard, but it still allocates more than half of the roughness range to appearances where surrounding objects cannot be distinguished in reflections. In contrast, our new roughness parametrization provides fine control over low roughness values, enabling artists to control accurately the distinctness of the image reflected off shiny objects. This is of course done at the expense of the roughest configurations, which are compressed to a small portion of the roughness range. Note that other types of reparametrizations could be readily explored with our approach, provided an alternative material difference function \( \delta \) is given.
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4.3 Sheen

Results for sheen remapping (Section 3.3) are provided in Figure 8. Here we used a cloth model draped over a sphere that exhibits folds where sheen effects are commonly encountered. Besides the linear parametrization and our new parametrization, we have also tried, out of curiosity, a quadratic mapping as in the case of roughness.

The linear mapping very quickly produces sheen effects that cover most of the cloth surface, similarly to roughness with reflection blur. As before, the quadratic mapping corrects that issue, but still devotes about half of the sheen range to effects that are hardly distinguishable as they nearly entirely cover the object surface. In contrast, our new mapping provides fine control over the extent of the sheen effect away from the object occluding contours, which is due to our choice of basing our material difference on sheen terminators.

4.4 Comparison with image-based metrics

We also experimented with an image-based perceptual metric to act as the material difference function in our reparameterization approach. The neural network of Laguna et al. [LMS+19] was thus used to compute the pairwise material differences $\delta$. More precisely, we rely on the L2 difference between normalized feature vectors.
output by their neural network. Since the difference in lighting can affect material differences in this case, we have computed two reparametrizations, using two different HDR environments: Uffizi, where the dominant light is the overcast sky, and TROPICAL BEACH, where the dominant light is the sun.

![Image-based perceptual metrics depend on lighting conditions.](image)

Figure 9: **Image-based perceptual metrics depend on lighting conditions.** We run the experiment of using [LMS+19] similarity measure as our δ function with (a) renderings of spheres lit by two different HDR environments. Depending on the environment, (b) the differences between images varies, and (c) the inverse CDF remappings differ. Visually, (d) both reparameterization match the quadratic remapping for large input values (orange box) but differ for small input values. In this range, an environment with a large area light (Uffizi) matches the quadratic remapping (red box) while an environment with a more punctual light (TROPICAL) better matches our new mapping (green box).

Results of this experiment are provided in Figure 9. The two image-based reparametrizations are rather similar in the high roughness range, but differ for low roughness values. Using the environment with a large angular light results in a parameterization closer to the quadratic case, whereas using the environment with a more punctual light source results in a parameterization closer to our gradient-based reparameterization. We believe that this dependence on lighting is generally not well adapted to the context of appearance reparametrization, where a single type of control that works reasonably well for different lighting environments will likely be preferred. Nevertheless, an image-based solution might still be chosen for the fine control of material appearance in specific shots.
additional advantage of using a difference function in material space is that the resulting reparametrization is smooth, as can be seen in Figure 9(c); this might prove useful with smooth spatial variations of material parameters.

5 Discussion and future work

We have presented a simple approach for the reparametrization of material appearance, and demonstrated it on three types of material effects commonly encountered in Computer Graphics. In each case, we have shown that our approach provides a finer control over material appearance.

In the case of roughness, we have limited our analysis to an isotropic model, and did not consider multiple reflections among micro-facets. For anisotropic distributions, we simply suggest to reuse the roughness reparametrizations of Section 3.2 along each of the two surface tangent directions. We have considered providing a different remapping function in cases where multiple scattering is considered. However, we have found that with the approach of Turquin [Tur18], this does not change the material difference function $\delta$, and hence the reparametrization. Indeed, the corrective term in his Equation 16 is only dependent on the incident direction, which we assume to be constant in our approach. Hence this term becomes a multiplicative constant, which vanishes in Equation 5.

An alternative approach to compute automatically material differences (either in material or image space) is to rely on artists themselves. This is the approach taken by Chiang et al. [CBTB16], who let artists directly provide the resampled parameter values $\{p_i\}$ (red ticks in Figure 2b) by letting them order and space a few renderings made with different values of a single material parameter. Compared to our approach, this amounts to provide directly a discretized version of the inverse CDF $D^{-1}$. The fitted reparametrization function does not have to contain many coefficients since the artist-provided sampling is sparse to start with.

In future work, we would like to investigate appearance reparametrizations on more complex materials. Complexity may appear with material models that produce more than one BRDF lobe. This is the case of layered materials (e.g., [Bel18]), but also of translucent materials (e.g., [GXZ+13]). In that latter case, an image-based approach might become necessary due to the very different appearance one observes between front- and back-lighting conditions. Another dimension of complexity includes spatial variations, which pose an even more difficult challenge, since the material difference function should also consider texture properties.
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